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ABSTRACT
The adoption of a field-theoreticalapproach to problems arising in the framework of electrical insulation is discussed with reference to six main topics, which have been addressed over
the last 30 years. These include uniform field electrodes, Green's differential equation, electrode surface roughness, induced charge, electrostaticprobes, and partial discharge transients,
together with several follow-on aspects. Each topic is introduced and thereafter the progress
achieved through the use of a field-theoreticalapproach is reviewed. Because the topics cover
a wide spectrum of conditions, it is amply demonstrated that such an approach can lead to
significant progress in many areas of electrical insulation.

1

INTRODUCTION

4. induced charge and how to quantify it;

5. electrostatic probes: their characteristicsand evaluation of mea-

Over the last 25 to 30 years, the application of electric field theory to
widely different aspects of electrical insulation has led to a more correct
understanding of the underlying phenomena. Hence it is the purpose
of the present paper to review briefly several important topics in which
such progress has been achieved through adopting a field-theoretical
approach.

surements; and
6. partial discharge transients: what is measured and its significance.

The first 3 topics essentially relate to the influence of electric fields
on discharge onset conditions, while the last 3 discuss induced charge
and its significance. It should be emphasized that the above topics are
Electric fields may be considered as the primary cause of insulation not reviewed in depth, although adequate references are provided in
failure, or stated more cryptically: "no field, no problem". Thus it is the text. This review focuses on the progress achieved through the
clear that a detailed knowledge of the electric field associated with a application of a field-theoretical approach.
system is a prerequisite to undertaking an assessment of the electrical
The past 30 years have seen many developments in the scientific
insulation.
world, not the least of which has been the introduction of the SI system
Since the advent of desk-top computing there has been an enormous of units. This has led to several changes of units, particularly with
increase in numerical field calculations. The technological develop- respect to gas pressure, e.g. from mm Hg +Torr +am +bar +Pa.
ments in computer hardware have led to a corresponding increase in Several of these and others appear in the original Figures reproduced
the complexity of the software available. The present review will not in this paper. Consequently, the relevant conversion factors are given
discuss computational aspects of electric fields, but rather concentrate in the Appendix.
on the situations in which a field-theoretical approach was adopted to
2 UNIFORM FIELD
study the problem under investigation. Such an approach has invariELECTRODES
ably led to a fuller understanding of the nature of the problem.
'2.1 INTRODUCTION
The basis for this conclusion is brought about by describing the
With respect to the fundamental macroscopic properties of gaseous
progress achieved in six different topics. These encompass
dielectrics, there are several basic experiments,e.g. Paschen curve mea1. uniform field electrodes and the significance of the inherent field surements and ionizationcurrent growth measurements, which employ
uniform-field electrodes. Such an electrode consists essentially of a
non-uniformity;
2. use of Green's differential equation to assess electric field distri- plane center section and a profiled edge section of decreasing radius
of curvature. There are several well-known edge profiles such as Robutions;
3. characteristics of electrode surface roughness and the signifi- gowski and Bruce, the details of which may be found in the literature.
Electrodes of the above type are so-named because it is inherently
cance of the figure of merit for strongly electronegative gases
assumed that these generate a uniform electric field. With reference to
and gas mixhxes;
107&9878/2/$3.00 0 2002 IEEE
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such a field, it is necessary to begm with some clarification. ElectroAnother factor which affects the field non-uniformity is the presstahc fields frequently are considered to fall into two categories, oiz. ence of nearby grounded objects, e.g. the walls of.the”enc1osingpreseither uniform or non-uniform. As this classification imparts a very sure/vacuum vessel. Because such objects will affect the edge field of
misleading impression of the nature of electrostatic field distributions, the uniform field gap more than the axial field: this influence will besome comments on this aspect are required.
come significantwhen using the electrodes at larger spacings, e.8.:the
With respect to rectangular coordinates z, y, z , consider a uni- maximum field strength in the edge region can readily exceed by sevform electric field of infinite extent oriented parallel to the z axis. The eral percent the maximum axial field strength, see [Z].
correspondingequipotential surfaces are infinite planes parallel to the
2.2 INFLUENCE OF INHERENT
zy plane. Hence by replacing two of these surfaces with conducting
FIELD NON-UNIFORMITY
planes, a uniform field of finite extent in the z direction can be realized
In the early 1970s, Pedersen and colleagues [Z-51 examined the efmathematically
fects of the inherent field non-uniformity of uniform field gaps with
respect to SFn. Three aspects were investigated, viz. ionization current growth measurements [2,3], Paschen curve measurements [3],and
edge breakdown [4,5].
1.03
2.2.1 IONIZATION CURRENT GROWTH
IN SFs
102
Measurement of the steady-state ionization current growth is undertaken to provide data on the primary ionization coefficient a, the
1.01
secondary ionizationcoefficient y,the attachment coefficient 7,and the
effective ionization coefficient h = o/ - 7.Traditionally these data
are obtained via an analysis of the log(l),d plots, where I is the gap
1DO
current and d the gap spacing, and also the main experimental variable.
For finite values of y,such plots exhibit an up-curving at high values
0.99
of d.
In [Z] however, for y = 0, it is shown that, for large values of d, the
0.98
plots displayed either up-curving when the HV electrode is the cathode,
or down-curving when the HV electrode was the anode, i.e. the influence
of field asymmetry is evident. This feature is clearly illustrated
0.97
in Figure 2. Experimental evidence of such behavior was subsequently
provided by Boyd and Crichton, see Figure 3 and the Discussion in 121.
Consequently, the effect of the inherent field non-uniformity is to
lead to appreciableerrors in the derived y values. In addition, because
upcurving is usually taken as evidence in support of the Townsend
Figure 1. Axial field distribution of a uniform field gap. d is the gap
mechanism of breakdown, the effect of field non-uniformity upon ionlength, D the overall flat diameter.
ization growth can lead to misinterpretationconcerningthe actual breakdown mechanism; i.e. Townsend contra streamer mechanism.
The related potential distribution is, of course, a solution of Laplace’s
It is concluded that valid data for ionization coefficients in SFn, and
equation. Consequently owing to the uniqueness theorem, see Kellogg
other
strongly electronegative gases, can be obtained when the field
[l], the infinite plane gap is the only electrodegeometry to establish this
non-uniformity
near the gap axis is <0.1% [Z, 31. The expression ‘valid
potential distribution. In practice, all conductor geometries are offinite
data’
implies
that
the experimental data can be analyzed as though
dimensions, and thus it is physically impossible to produce a uniform
these
were
uniform
field data.
electric field; i.e. this field distribution belongs to the abstract world of
The
field
non-uniformity
requirement was upheld in the ionization
mathematics, and should be considered a limiting condition.
of
Boyd
and Crichton [6].These indicated that,
current
measurements
In addition to the field non-uniformity introduced by the finite difor
the
ranges
0.0067<p/bar<0.53
and R.h<(E/p)/kV(mm bar)”<15, the
mensions of the electiodes, there is also a field asymmetry which is a
values of E / p are a linear function of E / p , where p denotes the gas
consequence of the normal asymmetric potential distribution: i.e. one
This relation may be expressed as
of the electrodes is at potential U , while the other is at zero poten- pressure referred to 20°C.
a(E,p)= EE - E ,
(1)
tial. This asymmetry leads to the axial field strength being higher at
the HV electrode than at the grounded one. An example of the axial From the measurements of Boyd and Crichton [6], identical to the data
field distribution associated with uniform field electrodes is illustrated published in Table 5.6 of Kuffel and Zaengl [7,8], the following values
in Figure 1. If d represents the gap spacing and D is the overall flat are obtained
= 27.7 (kV).’
diameter, then from this Figure it is clear that only for d / D < 0.5 is
(2)
the field non-uniformity <0.1%
K = 245 (bar nun).’

zh
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2.2.2 PASCHEN CURVE FOR SFG

Paschen curve measurements refer to breakdown voltage measurements in a uniform field as a function of the product p d , where p denotes the gas pressure, and d the gap length. When expressed in this
manner, it is inherently assumed that the ideal gas law is obeyed. Such
measurements are an indication of the basic insulation strength of the
gas.

In [3] Karlsson and Pedersen showed that, within the E / p range of
practical interest, valid Paschen curve data could be obtained so long
as the initial ionization growth extends across the entire gap of length
d. This implies that for a uniform field gap exhibiting a monotonically varying axial field distribution, the minimum a.xial field strength
E,:,, 2 Eli,. For such a field distribution, the degree of field nonuniformity AE is defined as

where E,, is the average field strength along the gap axis. If U represents the applied voltage, then
U
Em = 2
(5)
The above E,:, condition leads to the following relation 131
Theoretical log(I),d plots Lor buth polarities and y = 0
[ZI.Curves marked U represent current growth in a strictly uniform
field. The unit of E,,/p is (Vcm~')/mm Hg.
Figure 2.
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Such a condition was observed in the Paschen curve measurements of
Boyd and Crichton [9], These measurements indicated that, for the
~ range
~ 0.6<pd/(bar
, ~ : mm)<8,
, ~ the breakdown voltage Uswas a linear function of the product pd. This could be expressed in the form

sF6

p = 26 mm Hg

with

Ma

= 0.38

,im

= 8.84

($)

kV
kV/(mm bar)

(8)

This value of ( E / P ) ~is~ in, good agreement with that determined
via the E measurements. Further discussion of the C'o and ( E / p ) ~ i ,
values can be found in Section 2.4.
From the analysis in [Z, 31, Karlsson and Pedersen concluded that
uniform field breakdown voltage measurements are subjected to less
severe limitations than the associated current growth measurements.

In 1972, the CIGRE Working Group on Insulating Gases, WG 15-03,
considered field non-uniformity to be the ratio of the maximum (axial)
field strength E,,,,, to the average field strength E,, [lo]. Thereafter,
121.
with respect to SF6, it was decided to accept breakdown data obtained
The value of E / p for which E = 0 is called the limiting value. Thus for E,nax/E81,
< 1.05 as valid Paschen curve data. This value of nonfrom (1) we have for E = 0
uniformity implies that such data must be restricted to values of p d <
K
1 bar nun However, an examination of the relevant part of Table D3
= = = 8.83kV(mm bar).'
(3) of the CIGRE approved Paschen curve for SFa indicates that the data
For E / p values less than this value, 75 is negative, which implies that in question do not in fact relate to valid Paschen curve data [Ill. Tlus
is readily confirmed with the observation that, for Luge values of d,
all free electrons would be trapped eventually as negative ions.
Even with a degree of non-uniformity of <0.1%,it appears that a gas e.g. d > 10 mm, the values of E/p25 associated with breakdown
pressure of 0.1 MPa will be the ultimate upper limit for an ex eri are <(E/p25)1im.It should be noted that CIGRE selected 2591 as the
mental determination of uniform field ionization data for SF6 [3,6fJ
reference gas temperature.
Figure 3.

Experimental log(I),d plots for the same E a v / pvalues
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A linear regression analysis of the breakdown voltage data listed
in Table D2 of the said ClGRE publication gave the following results:
~
")<lo, UO = 0.64 kV and ( E / p 2 5 ) i i m=
for 0 . 1 p&/(bar
8.79 kV/(mm bar) with a coefficient of determination of 0.99994. If the
analyzed pd range is limited to values < 1bar mm (see above), there is
effectively no change in the derived value of (E/p25)iirn.
A comparison of the Boyd and Crichton values with those derived
from the CIGRE approved data indicates a difference of 70% in the 0-0
vdues but only 1% in the (E/pZ5)lim
values. This suggests that
the absolute accuracies of the voltage measurements between the CIGRE
data and those of Boyd and Crichton [9] differ considerably Further
discussion of Paschen curves is to be found in Section 2.4. ' .

-
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The value of K may be determined by applying the streamer criterion to a known critical condition; e.g. spark breakdown in a uniform
field for which the value of the critical avalanche length z,, can be defined precisely, viz. the gap length d [12]. To ensue that z, = d, the
value of E / p along the gap axis must nowhere be <(E/p)lim.
Applying the criterion to a strictly uniform field gives
a,d = K
(10)
6, is the value obtained from (1)for the measured Paschen curve breakUtilizing (1)and (10) we obtain
down field strength Es.
K
K
Ui -- E,$ =
r p d
(11)
7

P

+

P

where U, is the Paschen curve breakdown voltage. Introducing Uo =
K / p , and using (3) enables (11)to be written as

.nsge1irc polorily

90
- I , I I , ( / l , l l l ( l l ( l l l l , l l , i l l l l l l

too

zoo io0 4bo sbo Sbo ?'no
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Figure 4. Edge (anomalous)breakdown in a uniform field gap in SFa

~51.

2.2.3 EDGE BREAKDOWN
During the 1960s and early 1970s, a new phenomenon was observed
when undertaking breakdown voltage measurements in the strongly
electronegative gases SF6 and CC12F2.It was discovered that the spark
breakdown channels were occurring around the edges of the uniform
field gap even at small gap spacings, e.g. d = 20 mm [5]. These
anomalous breakdowns were known to occur at uniform field strengths
I'

less than the limiting field strength Eli,. U, is the breakdown voltage.
This behavior is illustrated in Figure 4. No satisfactory quantitative
explanation was advanced for this edge [anomalous) breakdown phenomenon.
By considering ionization growth along the field line associated with
the maximum edge field, it was possible to show that breakdown could
occur if the growth was sufficient, see 151 for details. This critical condition was found to be fulfilled near the HV eleckode, along a small
fraction of the relevant field line. Thus the normal situation of discharge
onset in a non-uniform field had become dominant, see Section 3.2.

2.3 EVALUATION OF STREAMER
PARAMETER K
A method of evaluating the skeamer parameter K for a particular
gas can be illustrated with reference to SF6. A brief description of the
streamer criterion is given in the Appendix.

The streamer criterion thus leads to a linear Paschen curve. The Paschen
curve as a whole is of course nonlinear and exhibits a minimum value.
However it is found experimentally that, over the range of pd of interest
to most practical applications, the cume is essentially linear.
Values of Band UOare derived from the precision measurements of
Boyd and Crichton [6,9], see (2) and (8).Thus for K we have
K =DUO = 10.5
(13)
When the data utilized in this evaluation reflect specific properties
of the gas in question, there is no inherent reason to suppose that the
value of K for SFa is pertinent to other strongly electronegative gases
or gas mixtures. Moreover, for a weakly or non-attaching gas, K need
not have a constant value, but could be some function of pzo.
It is important to emphasize that this method of evaluating K is dependent upon the existence of valid experimental data for the functions
Z ( E ,p ) and U,(pd). Because in practice it is impossible to produce a
uniform electric field, it is necessary to assess the effect of the inherent
field non-uniformity upon the measurements of E and Us,and determine the maximum degree of non-uniformity which can be tolerated
without affecting the validity of these experimental data. With reference to SF6 these restrictions were observed in the work of Boyd and
Crichton [6,9], and consequently a valid evaluation of K can be made
utilizing their data.
The importance of the restrictions upon the degree of tolerable field
non-uniformity becomes apparent if the CIGRE approved Paschen curve
for SF6 is used to determine K . With the utilization of the cIGRE data
negative values of K can be derived.
With respect to the other major insulating gas, atmospheric air, the
situation is complicated by a lack of proper CU data. Although there exists much data for dry air, there are essentially no data for humid air at
atmospheric pressure. This lack may, to some extent, be circumvented
by using an indirect approach i.e. applying the streamer criterion
under uniform field conditions and using the experimentally derived
Paschen curve for atmosuheric air, uiz.

where B and C are cons&nts. This procedure leads to a quadratic
dependence of K / p upon E / p , see [13,14] for details. There is some
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Table 1. Measured

This linear dependence has been verified for a very large number
of strongly electronegative gases and gas mixtures, see [16121]. With
one exception (c-CaFa), the coefficient of determination was, over the
greatestpd range for each gas/gas mixture, not less than 0.99999.

breakdown voltages in SFa. d = 16.000 nun,

pzo= 0.4946 bar, Us= 70.:

I kfs(s(a) = 3 V

70.333
70.327
70.333
70.332
70.329
70.334
70.327
70.330

However, in itself a linear Paschen curve is not sufficient. It is necessary to check that the derived U0 and (E/p),i, data fulfill the field
non-uniformityrequirement.

evidenceto support this relation. However, because a quadratic relation
always implies that E 2 0, the disadvantage of such an E hnction is
that its usefulness is restricted to monotonic field distributions.

2.4 PASCHEN CURVES FOR
STRONGLY ELECTRONEGATIVE
GASES AND GAS MIXTURES

-

In practice, the E / p range of interest lor any strongly electronegative gas or gas mixture will be ( E / p ) , i m , In this range of E / p ,
the magnitude of E / p is the difference between much larger, approximately equal quantities which vary rapidly with E / p ; viz. those quantities representing the electron production (a)and attachment (7)processes.
As a first approximation, the variation of E / p with E / p can be considered to be linear. Consequently, on the basis of this assumption and
the use of the streamer criterion, the Paschen curve breakdown voltage
U,can for a specific p d range be represented by a h e a r expression,viz.
that given by (12).
With the introduction of the figure of merit for a strongly electronegative gas or gas mixture in 1980, see Section 4.2, there arose a requirement to undertake Paschen curve measurements on such gases. This
prompted the construction of new high precision measuring systems;
e.g. see [15]. As a control, the system in [I51 was used initially to undertake Paschen curve measurements on SF,.
The measured breakdown voltage was found to be an exceptionally
well defined quantity, and the results were repeatable with an extreme
degree of accuracy. To illustrate the accuracy which can be obtained,
Table 1shows a typical sequence of measurements for SF6. The average
value of the measured voltages is Us= 70.331 kV with a standard
deviation of 3 V.
The variation of the measured Usvalues with pd fitted very closely
to a straight line. The values of UOand (E/p)lim in (12) could thus
be found by linear regression. The coefficient 01 determination was
0.999998. The results obtained were

kV/(mm bar)

1241.
For a moderately non-uniformfield, the characteristicsof such curves
have been deduced from an analytical linear regression analysis of the
theoretical breakdown voltage relationship. Full details are given in
[24]. The analysis indicates that the gradient of the theoretical U, curve
is given approximatelyby 7)s ( E / p ) , i m ,where 17j is the field utilization
factor of the test gap, defined as
17j=-

(15)

These results confirm thevalidity of the original values, see (8), reported by Boyd and Crichton [9].

E,,
Em,

(18)

Finally, it should be added that SF, [25] and other strongly electronegative gases are non-ideal gases. For SF,, this hehavior should
be taken into account for p > 1bar. However the measurements discussed in this Section were all made at p < 1 bar.

2.5

Uo = 0.35 kV
= 8.86

This necessary field control was not exercised by Berger and Senouci
[El, who undertook Paschen curve measurements in SF6 with a point/
plane gap, uiz. a hemispherically-endedrod of tip radius 8 mm with a
gap spacing of 5 mm. Upon applying a linear regression fit, ;.e.
Us = A + B p d
(16)
to the breakdown data quoted in Table 1 of Berger and Senouci, gave
the following values 1231
A = 3.74 kV
(17)
B = 6.96 kV/(mm bar)
with a coefficient of determination of 0.9997. Consequently, although
a certain degree of linearity is displayed, the discrepancy between the
Paschen parameters, see (15), and those derived from the Berger and
Senouci measurements, is considerable.This feature emphasizes clearly
the importance of adequate field control.
Furthermore, in 1231 it was indicated that the necessary condition
to obtain valid Paschen curve data, i.e. t o l d = 1, is met for y <
0.036 bar, a value which lies outside the pressure ranse considered in
[22], viz. 0.25 6 p/bar < 4. Consequently it is evident that the breakdown measurements reported by Berger and Senouci do not pertain to
those associated with the Paschen curve for SFa.
Although a moderately non-uniform field was produced by the test
gap adopted by Berger and Senouci, see [23], an apparently linear
breakdown voltage curve could be obtained experimentally Curves of
this type were denoted subsequently as 'illusory Paschen' curves; see

DISCUSSION

From a quantitative knowledge of the field distribution associated
with a uniform field gap, it was possible to analyze and explain different aspects of the related discharge behavior of SFa. The analysis
enabled the limits to the use of uniform field electrodes lo be delineated.
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The l i t relating to Paschen curve measurements is of particular significance, because this condition allows such breakdown voltage measurements to be assessed quantitatively Through an assessment of several sets of published data, the need to control all such measurements
is clearly demonstrated, if on the basis of these, general quantitative
interpretations are to be put forward.
An empirical approach to the evaluation of the steamer parameter
K for the gas in question is presented. In essence such an approach
is dependent on the availability of uniform field data for H(E,p ) and
U,(pd) obtained under the strict field conditions outlimed in the preceding Sections.

3 GREEN’S DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION
3.1 THE EQUATION AND ITS USE
With the development of the charge simulation method of field calculation at the Technical University of Munich in the late 1960s and
early 1970s [26-333, a neglected equation linking the differential geometry of equipotential surfaces with the field parameters was resur0.0
02
0.4
0.6
0.8
fa
rected. Initially this equation was considered to have originated with
Hoz
the spread of vector analysis at the beginning of the twentieth century,
but subsequently it was traced to Green’s Essay on potential theory
Figure 5. Electric field distributions. 1 isolated circular cylinder; 2
from 1828, see [34] for details.
isolated sphere; 3 approximation.
For a Laplacian field, the field strength E at a given point Pin space
E ( z ) = E(Oj[l- ZH(O)z]
and the mean curvature H of the equipotential surface through P are
(22)
related by the ordinary differential equation
in which z is the distance along the field lime in question from the electrode surface and H[O) the mean curvature of the electrode surface at
+ 2H[zjE(z) = 0
(1% the location of the field line of interest.
dz
where z is’a coordinate along the line of force through I? For regular
The range of validity of (22) can be determined by examining the
surfaces. H is defined as
fields of two simple conductor geometries, viz. an isolated sphere and
an isolated circular cylinder. These geometries exhibit a unique feature,
viz. iconstant mean curvature, and in addition these encompass the
where p1 and p2 are the principal radii of curvature of the equipotential overall (pl,p2) variation of interest, i.e.
surface at E
(a) p1 finite, p2 finite and p1 = p2;
With its retrieval, Green’s equation was used to assess numerical @) p l hiite, pz infinite.
field calculations, e.g. see [26,33]. Such a situation arose because a These thus delineate limiting situations for electrodes of finite dimenknowledge of the inherent conductor geometries is a prerequisite of any sions. j
numerical method of solving Laplace‘s equation. The determination
The $lectric field distributions associated with these two conductor
of the mean curvature of the different conductors is thus completely geometries are illustrated in Figure 5, together with the approximate
independent of the field calculations. Consequently, the fulfillment of distribution (22). Due to the high degree of symmetry associated with
Green’s equation at a conductor surface can be used as a check on the these g$metries, E ( 0 ) is in fact the maximum field strength Emax
accuracy of the field calculations. For example, if the conductor as a everybere on the surface. However as we are invariably interested
whole is considered to be associated with z = 0, then for the selected in the field lime associated with E,
we will use this latter designalocation we compare the value obtained for
tion i? future discussion. In addition, the value of the electrode mean
will be denoted as H,.
curvature associated with Emax
-_
utoj
From Figure 5, it is evident.that, for Hoz < 0.1, (22) represents a
with the correspondingvalue of ZN(0).
good approximation to the field distribution near a HV electrode. Thus
Green’s equation can also provide insight into how the conductor on the basis of (22), it is possible to check the field distribution in the
geometry influences the local field distribution. For example, if we are viciity of a conductor surface. For example if, as in Figure 5, the field
primarily interested in the field along a line of force in the proximity of distribution E(z)/E,, is plotted as a lunction of the normalized
the surface of a HV conductor, we may consider H ( z ) to be constant. distance Hoz along the field line, then the gradient of the resulting
For small 2, a first approximation to (19) will then be [34]
graph at H,Z = 0 will be independent of both H,, and E,,, and will

(d2j)
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where p denotes gas pressure. E,, represents the value of the maximum
macroscopic field strength at the HV electrode.
Application of the streamer criterion, see Appendi,:, to the approximate field distribution allows an expression for C to be determined.
However C is dependent on the gas in question. For SF6 and other
strongly electronegative gases or gas-mixtures, a linear variation of the
net ionization coefficient E ( E ,p ) is assumed within tlie E / p range of
practical interest, iiz.
(24)
Z ( E , p ) = DE - E p
see also Section 2. Upon using the streamer criterion, we obtain the
expression

Moreover, the corresponding critical avalanche length is given by

u
%

0

.2

.e

.4

.e

__

1.0

Figure 6. Axial electric field distribution for uniform field electrodes

[35]. E,, is the average fieldstrength.

For SF,, an examination of this parameter indicates that for p / H , > 5
(bar nun), H,z, < 0.1, and thus the use of the approximate field
distribution (22) is justified.

For a weakly electronegativegas such as atmospheric air, it is n e essary to adopt a somewhat different approach. This situation arises
because for such gases, Z is less sensitive to change:; in E. Hence
for the same electrode geometry, the critical avalanche length will be
longer than that for a strongly electronegativegas. Consequently the
validity of the approximate field distribution, (22),with respect to onset
calculations is restricted. This limitation can be circumvented by first
examining the variation of C for the two limiting field distributions,
viz.those associated with the isolated spherical conductor and the isolated circular cylindrical conductor. The results of such calculationsare
shown in Figure 7. Full details can be found in 1141. These two curves
can be considered to be the limiting cuves for all electrode geometries
which are associated with divergent fields. Moreover, for p / H , = 1
bar mm, the differencebetween these cuves is <4%, and hence in practice it is possible, via a regression analysis,to represent these by a single
equation, see (141 and the discussion therein.
As a means of illustrating the difference between tlie onset conditions for SF6 and atmospheric air, it is of interest to examine the vari3.2 SURFACE CURVATURE
ation of the normalized critical avalanche length H,z,. This variation
FACTOR 6
is shown in Figure 8. For atmospheric air it is seen that, for p / H o >
The fact that the field distribution in the vicinity of an electrode is 500 bar nun,H,z, < 0.1, such that (22) becomes a valid approximacontrolled by the electrode mean curvature alone enables a theoretical tion for the field distribution in the vicinity of the eleclrode. Whereas
basis for the surface curvature factor to be established [361. This factor for SF6 the Hozocondition is already fulfilled for p / H,, > 5 bar nun.
had been introduced on the basis of experimental measurements [37,
3.3 DISCUSSION
381.
For a non-uniform field, the breakdown or corona onset field strength
Although Green's differential equation is widely used to assess the
E, for a gaseous dielectric will, for ideal (smooth)electrodes, be greater validity of numerical field calculations, the liking of the differential
than the linuting value (Eli,) associated with ionization growth. This geometry of equipotential surfaces with the electric field distribution
feature canbe taken into account by defining a surface curvature factor enables a deeper insight into how the electrode geometry controls the

have a value of -2 for convex surfaces. This characteristic gradient of
-2 can be used as a checking factor.
The only major exception to the general rule is a plane surface
for which H ( 0 ) = 0. Hence in this case the gradient of the graph
should be zero at the conductor surface. Other surfaces can also display
H ( 0 ) = 0: However, as this implies that p1 = -pz, such locations
are invariably associated with low field regions and are thus of little
interest in electrical insulation studies. Such conditions will also apply
to concave surfaces, which will yield a gradient of t2.
The above procedure provides a simple method of controllingpublished computations of electric fields. This aspect is illustrated in Figure 6 which shows the computed axial field distribution between uniform field electrodes [35].From an examination of this Figure it is obvious that, at the electrodes, the gradient of the field distribution curves
is not zero. Hence the associated field calculations are in considerable
error.

<

local field non-uniformity. Due to this behavior, the tlischarge onset
field strength is controlled by the electrode mean curvature.
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Figure 7. Surface curvature factor 5 for atmospheric air 1141. Full
line: spherical field distribution. Dashed line: cylindrical field distribution.
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roughness geometry. This situation arises from the complex geometrical
struchxe of an actual electrode surface. Nevertheless, an estimate and
understanding of this influence can be obtained by considering simple
models of a rough surface. A simple model may be defined as one for
which the basic electrostatic parameters can be readily determined, viz.
the field enhancement factor m, and the field distribution associated
with the model E,,,,. The former parameter quantifies the increase in
field strength due to the protrusion with respect to the field strength
E, at the associated (idealized) macroscopic electrode surface: i.e. the
field enhancement factor m is defined as
E,,,
m=m>l
(27)
Ea
On this basis, many roughness models were considered during the
1970s; viz. hemispheres 1431, portions of spheres [4&46], spheres 147,
481, prolate hemispheroids 149-511 and hemispherical tipped rods [48].
Together these cover a wide range of m, values. However, as all such
geometries are rotationally symmetric, these exhibit similar field distributions. To cater for this electrostatic parameter, it is necessary to
consider quite different protrusion geometries, i.e. those exhibiting a
cylindrical symmetry, such as a hemicylinder [52], or a circular wire
[53]. Although such protrusions display a smaller m value than the
corresponding rotational protrusions, the cylindrical protrusions have
a less non-uniform field distribution. The overall field distribution is
important when considering the growth of ionization. Other field characteristics can also be taken into account: e.g. the mutual effects of
neighboring protrusions 152,541, and the influence of the mean cun'ature Haof the macroscopic electrode [55].
The roughness modeling approach was adopted initially by Agapov
and Razevig in 1972 with respect to compressed air [49]. However, as
interest was primarily focused on SFa insulation, that study appears to
have been generally overlooked, such that the major developments in
modelmg occurred subsequently with respect to SFa.

Figure 8. Normalized critical avalanche Hoz0 for atmospheric air
and SFn. Full line: air, spherical field distribution. Dashed line: air,
cylindrical field distribution.
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4.1
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INTRODUCTION

With the introduction of compressed SFa as an insulating medium,
it was discovered that, for gas pressures in excess of 0.1 MPa, the insulation strength of the system was less than that expected. Such a reduction may occur for several reasons, one of which can be attributed to the
effect of the inherent surface roughness of the electrodes 139421. This
roughness, which is a feature of the production processes employed in
the manufacture of the conductors, leads to the existence of microscopic
regions in which the field strength is higher than that associated with

Figure 9.

I

Simple model of a rough electrode surface.

4.2 SURFACE ROUGHNESS
FACTOR
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Although it could appear that the value of (p/Hi),must be of primary importance for design purposes, this parameter was later shown
to be a feature of the models which represented the macroscopic electrode by a plane conductor (Ha = 0), see [43-541. This limitation is
avoided with an intersecting sphere model for which Ha > 0 1551. An
intersecting cylinder model is another possibility The variation of for
the intersecting sphere model is shown in Figure 11, from which it is
clear that there is now no critical ( p / H j )value when H, > 0.
Nevertheless, the value of ( p / H i ) , still retains a significance. From
Figure 11 it is clear that, for ( p / H i ) < (p/Hi)<,die reduction in
is small (<IO%),while, for ( p / H J > ( p / I f J c ,the reduction can be
substantial (> 10%). In [55], it is shown that this transition in the
values is associated with the electron avalanche development occurring
either partially or wholly within the field perturbation.
With respect to multiple protrusions, the behavior of is again dependent on the two field parameters. Owing to the existence of other
protrusions, these parameters are reduced in both magnitude and spatial extent, e.g. see [52].Consequently, in comparison to the corresponding isolated protrusion, the associated ( p / H i ) , will be greater, while
the reduction in will be less.
4.2.1 DEVIATIONS FROM THE
PASCHEN LAW

10

<
0.8

0.6

Oh

I

IO

e
e

Id

Figure 10. Surface roughness factor for SFn [36]

e

In the early 19705, deviations from Paschen's law for high pressure
SF6 were reported [57]. On the basis of the reported deviations, it was
possible to provide an explanation in terms of the iniluence of surface
roughness 156,591. Such explanationsusually are not discussed in terms
of the surface roughness factor.

<

Figure 11. Surface roughness factor for SFd 1551. 1: H , / p = 0
(nun bar).'; 2: H,/p = 0.01 (nuti bar).'; 3 H , / p = 0.1 (nun bar)'.

I

Dashed line: r / R = 0.01 limit. For the intersecting sphere model,

"~Il**rP."n.r~.l.~YC~I~IU"I,UIO"OI-I~"l"I

r / R is the ratio of the sphere radii.

perturbation associated with a simple model [43,56,36],see Figure 9.
The roughness was represented by a protrusion in the form of a small
conducting hemisphere of radius p on a smooth planar electrode. This
electrode implies that the macroscopic electric field is represented by a
uniform field of infinite extent. From (25) it is clear that, as Ha i0,
5 + 1 and thus (E,/p) for the planar electrode is (E/p)~i,,,.The
surface roughness will however reduce the value of (E,/p), such that
the surface roughness factor can, in this instance, be defined as

By combining the field distribution associated with Emu, the strea
mer criterion and (B),the onset condition for sF6 can be expressed in
terms of the protrusion mean curvature H , as, see [43,56,36]for details,
1

Hj

- = - (1 -

w

K

(Ti'E(1- E ) Z ) Z )

(29)

In this instance Hi = l / p . The variation for SF6 is illustrated in
Figure 10. It is seen that the surface roughness has no effect upon if
P
- < 40 bar,pm
(30)
Hi
A similar type of behavior is displayed by other protrusion models,
e.g. see [52,53,55].'The critical value o f p / H i , (p/H:)<,is a function
of both m and E(z)/E,,,.

I*-_
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ll-.l-..."l-."-l- _

_
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~

Figure 12. Surface roughness dimensions associated with different
production processes 153,651.

4.2.2 MODEL ROUGHNESS
EXPERIMENTS
In~additionto theoretical studies employing simple models, there
were also many experimental studies of rough'ess effects. Such stud-
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ies were based on two different approaches: viz. (a) the use of geometrically well-defined artificial protrusions mounted on an electrode,
and (b) the use of an electrode having a surface finish comparablewith
that related to production processes, but which in comparison to (a) is
illdehed. The latter approach represents, with respect to insulation
strength, the normal operating situation and the results from any such
investigation are directly applicable to a practical situation. The former
approach using model protrusions, e.g. a hemisphere [60], spheres [48,
61,621, prolate hemispheroids 1631, or a circular wire 1641, provides a
well-defined perturbation of the macroscopic electric field.
In the former approach, the dimensionsof the protrusions employed
were 100 pm. However the inherent roughness associated with a
conductor surface is dependent upon the production process employed,
see Figure 12 [53,65].This indicates that with the latter approach most
surfaces are to be associated with roughness dimensions <25 pm. It
should be noted however that the roughness parameters defined in various standards are purely empirical, and thus the above value should
only be taken as a coarse guide to the actual dimensions of the rough
surface.

>

For SFa at a gas pressure p < 5 bar, the theoretical modeling indicates that the roughness dimensions associated with a small reduction
in E are 4 0 pm. Hence it may be concluded that experimental studies
which use model protrusions do not in fact deal with field perhxbations, but rather with self-established macroscopic field distributions.
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\PJ,im

i.e. M can be determined from a single experiment

As the value of UOis obtained by extrapolating from the pd interval
where the Paschen curve is linear, a small uncertainty in the slope of
that section, which is itself (E/p),im,can result in a large uncertainty
in the evaluation of UO,and might even lead erroneously to negative
values for VO.Consequently, to fully exploit the inherent advantages
of this method, considerable experimental precision is essential. This
aspect has been discussed previously in Section 2.
M values have been determined for many strongly electronegative
gases and gas mixtures. However these data are as yet still dispersed
among various conference publications, see e.g. [15-21]. However a
preliminary assessment shows sF6 as exhibiting close to optimum insulation features.
With the introduction of M , it is possible to generalize the requirement for valid Paschen curve measurements, see Section 2.2.2, as [67]
1
(34)
-1

(SImax%(e)
~

where % is the field utilization factor, see (18). The left-hand side of
(34) represents the maximum value of p d / M for which the condition
to = d is upheld. For greater values of p d / M , z,, < d, resulting in invalid Paschen data. As the right-hand side of (34) contains
only field parameters, this relation has been employed to determine the
4.3 FIGURE OF MERIT FOR A
(pd/M),,, for different test gap geometries and assess the relevance
STRONGLY ELECTRONEGATIVE
of these [67].
GASIGAS MIXTURE
Although the concept of AT was originally introduced in relation to
From the analysis of the discharge onset condition of simple protruelectrode surface roughness, M has a wider significance in that a gension models, it is seen that this condition can always be expressed in eral expression for discharge
in a strongly electronegative
the form
gas
mixture
can
be
developed
in
terms
of A4 1121.
P
K
= Tf
(31)
The
electric
field
E
(
t
)
along
the
field
line associated with the maxHi
K
imum field strength E,, can be expressed as
The function f(<)depends upon the field parameters of the model,
E ( r )= f L , J ( z )
(35)
while the ratio K/K.represents the practical dielectric properties of the
in
which
z
is
the
distance
from
the
electrode
surface
and
the
form
of
gas. The existence of this common ratio led Pedersen to propose in
f
(
z
)
is
dependent
upon
the
actual
electrode
geometry.
By
applying
1980 that it could be used as afgure ofmerit for strongly electronegative
gases, because its value would reflect the sensitivity of a gas to elec- the streamer criterion, assuming a h e a r U / p variation and utilizing
trode surface roughness [66];i.e. the smaller K/K is, the more sensitive (32), we can derive the following general expression for E,/p for any
is the gas to the microscopic field perturbations produced by surface non-uniform field
roughness. The figure of merit M of a strongly electronegative gas, or
gas mixture, is thus defined as
K
As previously, E, is the value of E,,, which satisfies the streamer
M E -(32) criterion, and .s,can be found from
K
A direct determination of A4 from this definition would require two
EiimL
f b " )= E,
(37)
types of measurement to be undertaken in uniform field gaps, viz. the
determination of E ( E , p ) and measurement of the linear part of the Consequently if f ( z ) is known, then it becomes possible to evaluate
Paschen curve U,(pd).
the discharge onset level of strongly electronegative gases solely from
, , , the associated M . The application of
As discussed in Section 2, the restrictions with respect to the degree a knowledge of ( E / P ) ~ ~and
of field non-uniformity which can be tolerated to ensure valid data are this approach with respect to SFa/N2 mixtures is described in 1121.
more severe for the Z ( E ,p ) determination than for the Paschen curve
In general, however, a knowledge of f ( z ) for a practical electrode
measurement. However, from (11)and (12)it is possible to re-define M with a rough surface will never be available, and thus a direct appliin terms of the linear part of the Paschen curve as
cation of (36) to a practical system is not possible. Nevertheless, by

(r)
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making a comparative evaluation, this limitation can essentially be circumvented. Such an evaluation implies that a reference discharge characteristic, i.e. the (U,;p) characteristic, is available for the system in
question. If in the same electrodesystem, the discharge onset levels U,A
and Uonof two gases A and B are uniquely connected to electron avalanche growth along a particular line of force, then in such a situation
viz.
O08is related uniquely to

4.5

DISCUSSION

From a study of the discharge onset conditions of roughness models,
it was possible to gain an appreciation of the significance of the field
perturbation resulting from surface roughness. By cw~sideringmany
protrusion models, it became evident that the reduction in insulation
strength is controlled by both the field enhancement aid the associated
field distribution. Because the models are very primitive representations of a practical rough surface, these models cannot be used to predict either the breakdown voltage in a practical system, or, conversely,
with
the actual dimensions of the actual surface protrusion:;.
Nevertheless, the modeling of surface roughness led directly to the
(39)
concept of a figure of merit A4 for a strongly electronegative &gas
Consequently, from a knowledge for gas A of the functional dependence mixture. This parameter was subsequently shown to have direct appliof l J O with
~ PA, the construction of a discharge onset characteristic for cability with respect to the discharge onset conditions for such gases.
gas B in the same practical system becomes a relatively simple matter, This enables a rapid assessment of the insulation capabilitiesof replaceprovided the relevant M and (E/p)limdata are available.
ment gases to be made, prior to undertaking additional laboratory tests.
Finally, surface roughness modeling provided the impetus for the
Full details of the derivation of (38)and (39) are given in [IZ],while
experimental support for the comparative approach may be found in development of an experimental method to determine the field enhancement factor m of a practical rough surface.
[68,69].

4.4 DETERMINATION OF THE FIELD

ENHANCEMENT FACTOR m

5 .INDUCED CHARGE, X AND 4
FUNCTIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION
In the late 1980s, following a revival of interest in surface roughness
In insulation studies measurements of transient currents or charge
effects through an EPRl project, it was realized that the original proare undertaken at a detecting electrode. Such measurements are in
trusion studies suggested an indirect method of determining the field
effect measurements of the charge induced on that electrode by the
enhancement factor for the surface of a practical conductor [70]. The
charge/discharge event of interest. Although the phenomenon of 'elecessence of the method can be appreciated from Figure 10, which inditricification' by electrostatic induction has been know smce the work
cates that as ( p / H J + -, tends asymptotically to some limiting
of Faraday in the 1830s, it is only with the introduction of the X and 4
value, elim. In [70], it is shown theoretically that in fact
functions that it has become possible to evaluate induced charge quan1
tlim =
(40) titatively in general situations with polarizable media [72-741. Initial
vi
studies were restricted to systems in which polarizable media were abConfirmation of this fact can be obtained from (29), which can be insent, see reference to those in [14,75-77].
verted to yield an explicit expression for <, viz.
These two functions were introduced in the second half of the 1980s
(41) as a means of quantifying the charge induced on an electrode by a
= $ (I - s i n ($))
source of charge. Subsequently, a full mathematical derivation of the
functions was provided 1761. To-date the functionshave been employed
principally in studies of electrostatic probe measurements and partial
discharge transients. These topics are discussed in Sections 6 and 7 bewhere M has replaced K/X. From (42), it is evident that, as p/Hj +
low, and only the theoretical basis of the functions will be discussed in
-, 0 + a/2 and thus + in agreement with the m value for a
this Section.
hemispherical protrusion, see also Figure IO.
5.2 INDUCED CHARGE
The method is based upon the measurement of the discharge onset
Usually, the concept of induced charge is discussed in qualitative
voltage U, associated with the surface in question for a range of gas
pressures. The Uo data subsequently are analyzed to provide data. terms. However prior to discussing its quantitative evaluation it is necTo obtain an asymptotic limit for <, it is desirable to undertake (iomea- essary to comment on some aspects of the phenomenon. This can be
surements over an extensive pressure range. In reality however, this readily done with reference to a standard problem of electrostatics.
is not possible. In practice, U, measurements will be confined to the
Consider an isolated electrode which is initially in a field-free enpressure range, O.l<p/MPa<l. Such a limited pressure range implies vironment: i.e. the electrode is at zero potential and carries zero net
that a regression analysis of the data is necessary. Full details of the charge. The surface charge density u also is zero. A charge source is
procedure adopted can be found in (701. To date the method has been then located at a known distance from this electrode. This situation is
applied to both machined 1701 and sand-blasted electrodes [71].
illustrated in Figure 13a for a spherical conductor and a point charge.

<

~

<

< i,

<
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magnitude of this charge. With reference to the ith electrode in an N
electrode system, the Poissonian induced charge dqpi related to d Q
may be expressed as
dqpi = - X i dQ
(49)
d q >also includes the contribution due to changes in the dielectric poNevertheless there has been a change in electrode potential. This change larization related to the field of d&. The parameter X i is simply a
N J is given by
dimensionless factor of proportionality In general for a system with
/,
A U = - Lc
(44) N electrodes, we need ATdifferent X functions, one for each electrode.
4xeb
This is necessary when the charge induced by the same source differs
which may also be expressed as
from electrode to electrode.
The total Poissonian induced charge on the ith electrode associated
(45)
"
with
a distribution of both volume space charges and charges on diwhere C is the capacitance of the isolated sphere: i.e. the change in
electric
interfaces is thus the sum of the contributions arising from all
sphere potential is associated with a charge (R/b)Q.This charge has
such soace elements dC7 and surface elements dS of charne, l e .
been named the Laplacian induced charge 9~ (771, i.e.
For this situation, the field solution indicates that now u # 0. However, on evaluating the charge 4 induced by the source charge Q, we
find that
'I = /.d4
=0
(43)

AU=%
C

(46)

..
The volume charge density p and the surface charge density 0 are functions of location and these may also vary with time, but X i is independent of time. The volume integral is extended to all space between
the electrodes, and the surface integral to all intedaces S between dielectrics.
The X i function has the value unity at the surface of the ith elecFigure 13. Characteristics of induced charge.
trode and its value tends to zero as the spatial location recedes from
this electrode, and also as it approaches all other electrodes. At the surThe sphere is now grounded, see Figure 13b, i.e. AU=O. On solving
face of these electrodes its value is zero. Equation (50) is the defiiing
far the new field condition, we still find that u # 0, but in contrast to
equation for X i and as such is employed to determine the properties of
the previous situation for which q = 0, we now have
the function.
Using (SO), Maxwell's equations and vector analysis, it has been
shown
in 1761 that the A, function is a solution of the general Laplace
This finite value of y has been called the Poissonian induced charge q p
[77].The situation implies that the grounding of the electrode results in equation for the complete system geometry, viz.
the transfer of charge AQ to the electrode: i.e. the Laplacian induced
+.(&+Xi)
=0
(51)
charge can also be associated with a charge transfer, uiz.
The boundary conditions are Xi = 1at the ith electrode and X i =
ql.+AQ=O
(48) 0 at all other electrodes. In addition, at dielectric interfaces between
The initial values of the Poissonian induced charge and the Lapla- two media, the normal derivatives of A, must obev the condition
cian induced charge are numcricnlly equal, hut of opposite polnrity. The
E+ ( % ) + = E (52)
fact that the latter component of the induced charge can be associated
with both a change in potential and a transfer of charge is the basis of where the + and signs refer to the opposite sides of the interface.
induced charge measurements.
As (51) is Laplace's equation, any standard method of solving can
The above concepts have been generalized by introducing the fol- he employed to evaluate the variation of X i . However, although the
lowing definitions [77].The Poissonian induced charge is that compo- X i function is a solution of Laplace's equation, this fact does not imply
nent of the induced charge related to the Poissonian field established that X i is a potential or a voltage.
by the space charge. The Laplacian induced charge is that component
5.4 DEFINITION OF THE
of the induced charge related to the Laplace field associated with the
&FUNCTION
change in conductor potential.
I

(2)

~

5.3 DEFINITION OF THE
A-FUNCTION
A point charge dQ located in a heterogeneous dielectric system in
the presence of electrodes will electrostatically induce charge on all
electrodes. From basic field theory, it is clear that the charge induced
on an electrode by dQ depends in a unique way upon the location and

The influence of the dielectric polarization P upon the magnitude of
the induced charge remains concealed in the X function. However, introducing p explicitly into the analysis allows its influence to be taken
into account. In such an approach the entire interelectrode volume is
considered to he vacuum, in which a distribution of dipoles with a dipole moment density p represents the actual dielectric. Thus p may
he related to a point dipole of moment d s where

"
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d@'= pddn
and where dR represents a volume element.
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5.5

(53)

DISCUSSION

The existence of a charge in/on a dielectric medium leads to an
The Poissonian induced charge on an electrode is now considered induced charge on a detecting electrode through the phenomenon of
to consist of two distinct components, viz. one linked specifically with electricification by electrostatic induction. The induced charge can be
the space charge distribution, and a second component directly linked mathematically resolved into two components. The major benefit of this
to the dipoles representing the dielectric. The effective polarization Fe procedure is that it provides an interface between the field and circuit
of a solid dielectric will depend on the applied voltage, and on the field analyzes of the problem under study, see Figure 14.
The Poissonian induced charge is infrangibly l i e d with the source
perturbation caused by the space charge distribution, i.e.
charge, and remains so long as the source charge exists. This induced
fi=P++6p
(54) charge component can be quantifiedrelative to the source charge through
where P i s linked exclusively with the applied voltage, and +@ is as- either the X function or the q5 function. The Laplacian induced charge
sociated with the presence of the space charge distribution.
is the primary source for the measuring system, artd hence it is this
As above, consider a point charge d Q placed within the interelec- component which we can manipulate through the impedance of the
trode volume. If dqiQ represents the induced charge on the ith elec- external circuit: i.e. we measure either the potential which the isolated
detecting electrode attains, or the current flow (charge transfer) through
trode resulting from dQ, then we have
dqiQ = -4idQ
(55) the electrode ground lead.
The X function is related to the 6field and thus is linked directly to
where 4; denotes the proportionality factor between dq;Q and dQ. In
addition the induced charge dqip,,l on the ith electrode due to a dipole the space charge: i.e. this function takes account of dielectric polarization implicitly In contrast the 4 function is related to the p field, i.e. the
moment dgis given by [72,75,77]
function deals with dielectric polarization explicitly Hence it becomes
dqipoj= -d@'. ebi
(56)
possible to distinguish between the influence of the :;pace charge itself
Individually, the expressions given in (55) and (56) represent the two and that of the dielectric polarization upon the induced charge. By this
components of the induced charge discussed above. Hence, the resultmeans the significance of changes in polarization ( b p )in contributing
ing Poissonian induced charge on the ith electrode can, with the dipole
to the induced charge can be deduced.
reuresentation. be expressed as
In practice the direct application of the 4 function is limited, because
a knowledge of bP requires a prior knowledge of the field perturbation
produced by the space charge. However, as this source term itself is
an unknown quantity, the associated field perturbation cannot be d e
termined. Nevertheless, the P field approach has great relevance for
analytical studies in which the source term is pre-defined. In contrast,
the X function can be applied readily to practical sysiems.

ELECTROSTATIC PROBES

6

6.1 INTRODUCTION
Smce the late 1960s, electrostatic probe measurements traditionally
have been interpreted with reference to a capacitive equivalent circuit,
e.$. see [78-82], in which a capacitance is considered to exist between
the sensor plate and the solid dielectric surface, see Figure 15. This is a
straightforwara violation of the definition of capacitance. Hence such
a capacitance does not exist. Unfortunately, the misuse of the concept
of capacitance i s a common occurrence in insulation/discharge studies,
e.g. we have void capacitance, corona capacitance, leader capacitance,
all of which are misconceptions.
An approximate evaluation of probe measurements may of course
With (57) it is possible to establish the functional basis for 4;. In be undertaken by employing a physically valid assumption, viz. that
[76] the 4; function is -shown to be a solution of the reduced Laplace the field associated with the practical measurement is uniform. Howequation, viz.
ever, the limits of the validity of such an assumption have yet to be
V2& = 0
(58) quantitatively established.
I .

The boundary conditions are 4i = 1at the surface of the ith electrode
and ii = 0 at all other electrodes.

we
d m " t r a t e how *e function
be
to
evaluate probe measurements correctly, without violating basic de%
tions, and also to deduce the response characteristicsof probes.
I;
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Probe capacitance [82].

EVALUATION OF PROBE
MEASUREMENTS
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6.2.1 A MATRIX AND EVALUATION
PROCEDURE
With a sufficient degree of discretization of the surface area under
study, each of the sub-areas A,, with j = 1. . . n,may be considered as
uniformly charged with a surface density uj: i.e. in effect uj represents
the average charge density of A j . Hence the charge induced on the
probe by a single sub-area of charge can be expressed as
q = -uj / / X d A

(60)

Ai

As the integral in (60) contains only X and surface area, we are able
to take into account simultaneouslyboth the geometrical scanning procedure and the relevant X function by introducing a A matrix. The
formation of this matrix must correspond with the number of sub-areas
n.. For each probe position, a sub-matrix Ai is derived with l x r r elements, i.e. a row matrix. Each element is given by

//

A,, =
Xi dA
(61)
In the mid-l980s, with the development of HVDC-GlS, the limitaA,
tions of an evaluation based upon the traditional capacitance approach
where d A is a surface element of Ai.The index i refers to the position
were becoming all too obvious. It was realied that a correct quantitaof the probe, while j relates to the surface area in question. The i in
tive interpretation of probe measurements required a proper field soluXi indicates that the values to be associated with a specific sub-area
tion which considered the entire dielectric surface and system boundare connected with the discretization of the charged surface area, and
aries [73,8>85]. The basis for a field theoretical approach had however
because the X function itself is dimensionless, the dimension of the' A
been published in the mid-1970s [86],but unfortunately that study was
matrix is that of area.
overlooked.
With the probe.fixed in a position directly above sub-area Ai, the
On the theory of probe measurements, only two of the published contribution to the probe response (induced charge) from surfacecharge
proposals have been developed fully [87,88], and thus discussion will element uj of sub-area Ai is given by A z j u j . By summation of all
be restricted to these. Furthermore, because the two approaches are contributions for j = 1. . .n, the total probe response pt is obtained
effectively equivalent, it is only necessary to discuss one in any detail, for the probe positioned above Ai,i.e.
and to illustrate the procedure involved, before referring to the differences that distinguish the two approaches.

The existence of a charge at a dielectric surface gives rise to electricification by electrostatic induction of the probe. If the volume charge
density within the solid dielectric is assumed to be zero, then with respect to the contributions from all surface elements of charge we have

Because the uj can be expressed as an nxl column matrix, this implies
that (62) also can be expressed in matrix form, viz.
p; = A;uj
(63)
where Ai represents a lxn row matrix.
q=-//XudA
(59)
The global probe response is developed by positioning the probe
above each sub-area in tum, i.e. for i = 1 . .. n. To solve for all uj
A"
in which q is the total Poissonian induced charge on the sensor plate, utilizing the series of probe responses p t , the n Ai sub-matrices are
and u is the surface charge density on the surface element dA of Ao, combined into a nxn matrix. Thus on the basis of (63). the global rethe surface of the solid dielectric. It should be noted that only the Pois- sponse is given by
sonian component of the induced charge will be discussed in Section 6.
p=Au
(64)
Thus it is convenient to omit the identifying subscript'I in this Section. where p is an nxl column matrix, in which each element denotes the
As described in Section 5, if charge existed within the bulk of the solid measured total induced charge on the probe sensor plate for each podielectric, (59) would contain an additional term.
sition of the probe. u is also a nxl column matrix with each element
To evaluate the unknown charge distribution requires the solution representing the surface charge density on a sub-area. For a given A
of the basic integral (59). To do so it is necessary to discretie both matrix and a measured set of probe responses, (64) can be solved for
the charged surface area and the probe scanning procedure. Thus the the unknown uiby inverting the matrix, i.e. (64) may be rewritten as
basic measuring technique requires a multipoint measurement to be
u=
(65)
performed with the probe. This scanning procedure generates a series The number of surface elements and the number of probe measureof probe responses p i , each of which is related to the specific position i ments must agree. The reason for this rigidity is that, for a given set of
probe responses, (65) has one and only one solution.
of the probe relative to the selected origin on the dielectric surface.
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A full description of the application of this method of analysis to an
experimental situation is given in 1871.

6.2.3 ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURE

A similar field approach has been developed by Takuma and colleagues 184,881. This also requires the solution of B matrix equation,
the term of which are expressed as [88]
N

wm=

AV,

J)U(.J)

(66)

J=l

:;

!

II
II

'I
I

A

-

where W,(I) is the probe response at a measuring; position I , c ( J )
the charge density at a subarea J, and N is the total number of subareas, i.e. (66) is equivalent to (62). The coefficient A ( 1 , J ) is the response
at position I due to a unit charge density at subarea J . Each coefficient
A ( 1 ,J ) is then the ratio of the induced charge to the source charge.
Tnis coefficient is dependent on the complete system geometry and is
determined by numerical field calculation.
As the dielectric surface is discretized into A'subareas, A ( I ,.I) is
evaluated N times for each of the N positions of the probe. In [88]
however, the authors indicate how to reduce the number of calculations
from N 2 to N . With the X function approach, A, would be evaluated
once for each of the I L probe positions and thereafter A i j determined for
each of the n subareas. Hence, although the procedures for determining
the A and A matrices differ, the two matrices are identical and thus the
two approaches are equivalent.
In a subsequent study, Takuma and Hamada have numerically compared the two main methods of evaluating surface charge density [EY].
This study indicates that considerable care is required in implementing the numerical procedures, particularly with rerpect to geometric
discontinuities.
A

i

Figure 17. Bound probe geometry

Figure 16. Free probe geometry

6.3
6.2.2 PROBE RESPONSE

Following the global evaluation of u j from (65), it is possible to
obtain a deeper insight into the total probe response pi by inserting
the derived values of u j into (62). In this way, the individual induced
charge contributions A i j u j can be identified. With this procedure,
it may be demonstrated that areas of charge not directly beneath the
-probe can contribute a significant percentage of the probe signal, see
[87]. Previously, such a feature had been demonstrated experimentally
by Yashima et al. [E4].

PROBE CHARACTERISTICS

On the basis of (59), it is possible to examine the response of a probe
to a known surface charge distribution. By this means the characteristics of probe designs can be readily evaluated and compared. Such
studies have been undertaken for both free [9O-Y3] and hound [94-Y6]
probes.
A free probe is one which has freedom of movement with respect to
the charged surface. In general such probes consist of a long cylindrical
shaft at ground potential, with a coaxial circular sensor disc mounted at
one end, see Figure 16. This disc is insulated from the shaft, which acts
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for free and bound probes are shown in Figure 18. The X function
for the free probe relates to the near interface. Each probe exhibits a
bell shaped distribution, with the maximum value occurring on the
axis (T =-0). However for increasing values of the solid dielectric
.~permittivity,the probes display contrasting behavior in that, for the free
probe, a marked reduction in X(0) is observed, while for the bound
probe X(0) increases. With respect to the planar dielectric of Figure 16,
the far interface X function is strongly influenced by the thickness of
the dielectric [90,91].
The effect of the probe geometry and system geometry upon X have
been discussed fully [90-94]. However, to assess the significance of
changes in X quantitatively, it is necessary to introduce other parameters which describe the detection sensitivity and the spatial resolution.
If r, trepresent cylindrical coordinates, see Figures 16 and 17, then
for a circular disc of constant surface density uo located at a dielectric
interface and coaxial with the probe axis, the induced charge q on the
sensor plate is given by
q(r) = -2auo

1
o

A(#, t)r'dr'

(67)

where r' is a dummy variable, and a constant z represents a planar
interface. If Q represents the actual charge on the dielectric interface
directly beneath/above the probe sensor plate, i.e.
Q = 7ia2u0
(68)
where a denotes the radius of the probe sensor, see Figures 16 and 17,
then a detection sensitivity Se(r)may be defined as

Hence by utilizing (67) and (68) we obtain
(b)

r/s

Variation of X along a dielectric interface: (a) free probe
(near interface);(b)bound probe.
Figure IS.

as a guard ring. With free probes it is possible to implement a scanning
procedure whereby the probe is moved parallel to the charged surface.
For the situation shown in Figure 16, there are two gas/solid dielectric
interfaces. To distinguish between these, we will refer to the 'near'
interface and the 'far' interface. There is a X distribution associated
with each.

A bound probe is an integral part of an electrode and thus such
probes lack freedom of movement with respect to the charged surface:
For planar dielectric slabs or sheets in contact with a planar electrode,
the probe sensor plate is mounted flush in this electrode, see Figure 17,
but is insulated from the planar electrode. Bound probes have been'
used to investigate the conditions associated with discharge development along the surface of a charged gaseousisolid-dielectric interface
[97,981, and also the charge which has accumulated on the side of a
right cylindrical spacer in vacuum [99,100]. Since the mid-1960s, bound
probes have been employed widely in gas discharge studies to record
the temporal variation of the field during discharge growth, see Meek
andCraggs [loll.
Typical variations of the X functions along the dielectric interface

Se(T) =

a2 / A ( r ( , z ) r r d r J

(70)

From a study of S,,see [90-94], it is demonstrated that areas of charge
outside that immediately subtended by the probe can account for a
major portion of the induced charge signal.
With respect to q, it is also possible to define a spatial selectivity
factor S,(r) as follows

or
(721

where r, is the maximum radial extent of the charged area. Again a
constant charge density uo is assumed to exist at the interface. The parameter r, allows the spatial selectivity of the probe to be quantified.
With this parameter it has been possible to demonstrate the importance
of a local (A = 0) electrode boundary 190,911. The effect of this boundary is to suppress the induced charge contributions from non-local areas
of charge and thus the introduction of such boundaries can be used to
optimize the spatial selectivity of the probe.
The probe response with respect to both non-uniform charge distributions and eccentric charge distributions is discussed in [95,96],
respectively
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6.4 DISCUSSION
Through the use of the X function, it has been possible to develop
a method to evaluate electrostatic probe measurements. Although dependent on the position of the probe in the overall geometry, X however
is independent of the discretization of the charged surface area. This
feature simplifies the evaluation of the A matrix, the geometric matrix, associated with the subareas. This simplification is advantageous
as it is through this matrix, together with that of the measured probe
responses, that the unknown surface charge density is determined.
The introduction of the A matrix also enables the details of the probe
response to each surrounding distribution of charge to be subsequently
examined.
The X function also allows the probe response for known surface
charge distributions to be examined with reference to probe geometry
and system geometry By this means an appreciation of the characteristics of electrostaticprobes can be gained.

T

II

(4

@)

e----

Figure 20. Lumped capacitance model of a dielectric with twovoids:
adapted from [105,106]. (a) Solid dielectric with two voids, @) Equivalent circuit.

1

I I

f
Figure 19. The equivalent circuit approach

7 PARTIAL DISCHARGE
TRANSIENTS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
In contrast to partial discharge measurements, the subject of partial
discharge transients had, up until the mid-l980s, essentially stagnated
in a Siplistic circuit theory approach a valid physical theory linking
the transient signal at the system terminals with the partial discharge
event did not exist. This static situation occurred because of the fixation
with the concept of void capacitance, and consequentlythe use of circuit
theory to address what is in essence a field problem. This concept is
still so ingrained that, ten years after the fallacy behind this concept had
been highlighted [102], it continues to be included in the second edition
of Kuffel and Zaengl 181. In an attempt to justify the use of capacitance,
this new edition contains some irrelevant comments about field lines.
These comments serve no purpose other than to confuse further the
whole issue of what is and what is not a capacitance.
7.1.1 THE STATUS QUO
For very many years, an equivalent circuit approach was used when
discussing partial discharges, see Figure 19. With respect to this circuit, C, denotes the capacitance of the system; Cb is considered to be
the capacitance of the solid dielectric in series with the void, while C,
is considered to be the capacitance of the void. The gap across C, indicates that the gas-filled void breaks down when there is sufficiently
high field strength in the void.

Figure 21. Equivalent circuit

incorporating void inductance [107-

1091.
An equivalent circuit is any circuit which can generate, as faithfully
as possible, the signals which are manifest at the terminals of the actual
system. In this context, the system is the proverbial black-box. With
respect to Figure 19, this simple equivalent circuit has been very successful in promoting the development of methods for partial discharge
detection, see 1103,1041. Unfortunately, this success has lead to the
identification of the capacitive circuit with the actual dielectric system.
It has however been forgotten that the operation of an equivalent circuit
need in no way correspond to the physical processes which occur in the
actual system. With respect to the partial discharge phenomenon, this
l i t a t i o n of equivalent circuits has apparently been overlooked during
the past 30 years.
The propensity to treat insulation problems in terms of circuit theory
can lead to absurd representations;viz. the multi-capacitance model of
Agoris and Hatziargyriou [105,106], see Figure 20, while Danikas introduced a void inductance [107-109], see Figure 21. These approaches
certainly enhance the black-box concept.

Although the dielectric system as a whole has a capacitance, the basic fact is that Cband C, do not exist, even in a mathematical sense for
a Laplace field, i.e. with no space charge present. Such a situation lead
l‘edersen to consider a field approach based on the concept of induced
charge 172,741.
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7.2 PARTIAL DISCHARGES AND
INDUCED CHARGE
The occurrence of a partial discharge in a gaseous void, in a bulk
dielectric, creates charge in the form of electrons, positive ions and possibly also negative ions. Such charge automatically will induce charge
on all electrodes. For those electrodes not at ground potential, the induced charge will bring about a change in potential of these electrodes.
The consequences of this situation are discussed in Section 7.3.3 with
respect to partial discharge measurements.
With reference to the measuring electrode, it is evident from Section 5 that the X function can be used to evaluate the Poissonian induced charge. The source charge is the partial discharge which has
occurred in a closed volume, resulting in a deposition of charge on the
void wall. Within this confined space, the net.charge produced by the
discharge will be zero. Hence we can represent the charge distribution
by a system of multipoles [75].
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eX = h?Xo
(76)
where for the void geometries under consideration, h is a constant dependent on the void geometry and the relative permittivity of the
bulk dielectric, e.p. for a spherical void
h = - 3Er
(77)
1

+ 2Er

With the introduction of Xo, the Poissonian induced charge from a dipole is given by
q p = -hc.VXo
(78)

-

7.3 FACTORS INFLUENCING
INDUCED CHARGE
7.3.1 VOID PARAMETERS

With the adoption of a dipole representation, it became possible to
examine the influence of the void parameters upon the induced charge.
However this required the evaluation of the source dipole moment.
This moment is related to the void wall charge, which establishes a field
Moreover, if the dimensions of the void are such that eX may be within the void opposing the applied field. If the net field in the void is
assumed constant within the void, then it is only necessary to consider reduced sufficiently, all discharge development ceases and the dipole
the dipole moment of the charge distribution within the void. This '?A
moment is constant in time. As an initial approach, it was assumed that
assumption implies that the second and higher order derivatives of X the whole void participated in the discharge, and that, even after the
do not exist, and thus the second and higher order multipoles will not discharge, the void field remained uniform. Even if these assumptions
contribute to the induced charge.
are not fulfilled in practice, the general conclusions which can be drawn
If ?A is not constant within the void, then it becomes necessary to from the analysis will remain valid.
From the assumptions, it was possible to derive an expression for
consider if the induced charge contributions from these multipoles are
significant in comparison to the dipole contribution. A non-uniform the dipole moment of a partial discharge in an ellipsoidal void [112],
within the void will occur if the spatial non-uniformityof X exter- viz.
nal to the void is comparable with the dimensions of the void, or if the
."
void is in the proximity of an interface between two media.
where K is a dimensionless parameter which is dependent upon the
The dipole moment of a distribution of charge is given by [IIO]
geometry of the ellipsoid. n is the ellipsoid volume, while E is the perc=/idQ
(73) mittivity of the bulk dielectric. The field strengths E, and Et represent
the inception field strength for discharge development, and the limitwhere <is a radius vector which locates the position of the charge el- ing field strength for ionization growth, respectively. That is, a partial
ement dQ. As we are principally interested in the final value of the discharge can develop when the void field attains a value of E, and
induced charge on the measuring electrode, the dipole integral reduces will be quenched when the field is reduced to EL. Insertion of (79) in
to one involving the surface charge density a at the void wall; i.e. we (78) enables the Poissonian induced charge to be expressed as
have
qp = --KER(E)- & ) . dXo
(80)
dQ = a d A
(74)
The difference (@i -El) was quantified by using the streamer critewhere dA represents a surface element.
rion. In doing so, it is implicitly assumed that the void dimensions and
From (73) and (74) it is evident that c i s controlled by the spatial the gas pressure are such that swarm conditions could be established.
extent and distribution of u,see also [lll].Hence, in analytical studies, Such conditions are necessary to ensure the validity of the use of the
the magnitude of is dependent on the assumptions made with respect macroscopic gaseous ionization coefficients.
to the partial discharge development.
Examination of (80) indicates that the Poissonian induced charge is
By considering the induced charge associated with two point charges dependent on void location, void geometry, void physical dimensions,
of opposite polarity, separated by an infinitesimal distance, it can be void gas, void gas pressure, and the permittivity of the (homogeneous)
readily shown that the Poissonian induced charge Q associated with a bulk dielectric. Unfortunately, a knowledge of all of the above paramdipole @isgiven by [74,75]
eters can only be available for measurements made under controlled

-

(75)
For small voids, ?A may be taken as constant. This situation allows
the introduction of another function, Xo, which represents the X function for the void-free system [75,112]. By mathematical analogy with
electrostatic fields, the relation between X and Xo may be expressed as
qp=-!z.ox

laboratory conditions. Analysis of measurements made on actual electrical equipment will almost certainly lack such input data.
Furthermore, the induced charge has been shown to be strongly dependent on the void orientation with respect to the applied field 11131,
and on the existence of a heterogenous bulk dielectric, see Section 7.3.2.
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For a heterogeneous bulk dielectric, the behavior of qpo,becomes more
complex. For a two layer dielectric system, q!ol increases when the void
is located in the medium of lesser permittivlty In contrast, a decrease
occurs when located in the medium of higher permittivity. This reduction can be of such a degree that the polnrity of ypnl is reversed. This
reversal OCCUIS for permittivity ratios of 0.5. In addition, when the
void is in the dielectric of smaller physical extent, the greater is the relative increase/decrease in qP+ Full details of this qpo,behavior can be
found in [114], while experimental evidence of the influence of the bulk
dielectric polarization has been provided by Edin [llii].
For 3 or more dielectric layers, the magnitude of qpoi can be modified significantly in comparison to that associated with a 2-layer system.
The nature of the change is essentially dependent on the relative permittivities of the various dielectrics [116].
Apart from the geometry of the bulk dielectric system, the void geometry also has a major influence on the magnitude and polarity of
qp.1. This influence is dependent upon the prolateness/oblateness of
the void geometry, and on the void orientation [117,118].
For a fixed void location, yu is dependent only on jiwhich, for comparative purposes, we can assume constant. Consequently variations
in qpol will be reflected directly in the magnitude of the Poissonian induced charge qp, see (81). In certain conditions qpolcan change polarity,
and as a consequence the magnitude of YP is reduced even more, such
that q p < y,, see (81). However, under no circumstances can this lead
to a change in the polarity of q p [114].
Recently, hollow glass spheres have been used as a means of providing a reproducible source of partial discharges [Il'J,1201. However,
due to the dependency of ypol upon the complete dielectric system, the
associated partial discharge transients are not uniquely determined by
the hollow spherical geometry, even although there is a well-defined
environment lor partial discharge development, see [121].

-
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Figure 22. Variation of the induced charge component associated
with changes in bulk dielectric polarization for spheroidal voids [76].
(a) d A" parallel to void axis of rotation, (b)
normal to void axis
of rotation.

7.3.2 BULK DIELECTRIC
POLARIZATION

The occurrence of partial discharges in gaseous voids leads not only
to a charge being induced on the detecting electrode, but also to a
change in the polarization of the bulk dielectric 172,751. Mathematically, the final value of the Poissonian induced charge can be resolved
into two components [76]
VP = Y@ f Ypol
(81)
where q,, is the induced charge directly associated with the space
charge in the void. For a dipole F; this component is given by

-

qp = -/1. VI$

(82)
The component ypolrepresents the induced charge related to the change
in the dielectric polarization (a@) due to the presence of this space
charge. By combining (75), (81) and (82) we arrive at an expression for
$01:

qp"l = - i i .

(ax - dd)

(83)

It is seen that the 4.1 expression involves three independent vectors. Thus the general behavior of qpol is difficult to envisage. Hence
initial studies of qpolhave concentrated on situations for which the three
vectors were constrained to be parallel 1114,116-1181.
For a homogeneoiis bulk dielectric, the magnitude of qpoIis dependent
on the void geometry, E? of the bulk dielectric, and on the orientation
of the void with respect to eAo[76], see Figure 22.

7.3.3 PARTIAL DISCHARGE DETECTION
In previous Sections, the application of field theory to partial discharges has been illustrated. It is necessary, however, to introduce circuits and circuit theory when considering the question of partial discharge detection. The manner in which the two theories are interfaced
will now be discussed.
The measuring system is composed of terminals and circuits. This
system can be handled within the framework of circuit analysis. The
dielectric system with its void and electrodes obeys the laws of fields.
This system is thus not a part of the measuring system. The interconnection is established via the Poissonian/Laplacian induced charge relation, see Figure 14, such that, with respect to the external circuitry,
the primary source for the partial discharge transient is the Laplacian
induced charge. It is this component of the induced charge which can
be manipulated by the observer.
The circuital aspects of partial discharge detection can be illustrated
through the basic circuit shown in Figure 23. We assume that a partial
discharge occurs in a void external to the electrode. With reference to
the discharge transient, the governing equations for this circuit are 1771
(84)
~ ( t=)AQ(t) CAU(t)
AU(t) = Zi(t)
(85)

+
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and
t

AQ(t)= / i ( t ' ) dt'

(86)

0

where t' is a dummy variable.
As we have a siigle electrode, (84) represents the simplest form of
the induced charge expression [77]. In (84) AQ(t)denotes the charge
transferred to the detecting electrode from the extemal source, whde
A U ( t ) represents the drop in potential of the detecting electrode, for
which C is the capacitance to ground. In (85) 2 is the impedance operator for the extemal circuit and i ( t )the transient current associated
t )
the circuit
with the circuit. On selecting an appropriate ~ ( variation,
can be analyzed, see [77] for details. The results indicate that to achieve
an accurate determination of the maximum value of the induced charge,
one should record the voltage rather than the current transient.

I+i
L

1

///////////////////
Figure 23.

Basic detection system [77]. I power frequency current,

V power frequency voltage.

For a system bf several electrodes, the expression for the induced
charge becomes more complicated: The reason is that the partial discharge induces charge on all electrodes. Those electrodes not held at
ground potential will undergo transient changes in potential. Due to
the inherent partial capacitance associated with each pair of electrodes,
such changes in potential will be registered at the detecting electrode.
Thus for a system of N electrodes, we have [75]

Figure 24. Model for field perturbation in a solid dielecbic [122].

7.4

FIELD ENHANCEMENT IN BULK
DIELECTRIC

7.4.1 THEORETICAL BASIS
The fact that a partial discharge induces a charge on the detecting
electrode is a direct consequence of the partial discharge producing a
perturbation of the electric field in the bulk dielectric. This field perturbation also brings about a change in the degree of polarization of the
bulk dielectric. External to the void, the effect of the void wall charges
can be considered equivalent to that of an electric dipole located within
the void. This feature allows the nature of the field perturbation in the
bulk dielectric to be assessed through a simple model.
Consider a point dipole of moment i; located at the center of a spherical void in an extended dielectric, see Figure 24. From the field solution
[122], the maximum field strength within the bulk dielectric is found to
occur at A and B. This field strength is given by

-

2hc
6ER= 3ER
External to the void, the applied field and the dipole field are additive. In Section 7.3.1, the dipole moment of a partial discharge in an
ellipsoidal void is given as
=

K

- -

,2= -&ER(Ei-El)
(89)
h
For a spherical void, K = 3, and thus the partial discharge dipole
moment for a spherical void is
3
= -&(E, - El)
(90)
h
Consequently upon substituting (90) into (88) we obtain

a

- - 2(Ei El)

6&
6ER =
(91)
To indicate the magnitude of this perturbation for a single discharge,
@ z ( t ) = AQ%(t) C G j [ A U i ( t )- AUj(t)l
(87)
reference is made to a spherical void of volume 1mm3'filled with air at
j=O
where az(t)
denotes the Poissonian induced charge on the ith elec- a pressure of 0.1 MPa. The streamer criterion yields the following value
trode; AQi(t) denotes the charge transferred to the ith electrode from for E,, U ~ Z .
E, = 4.3 kV/mm
the extemal source; AU, and AU, represent the drops in potential
(92)
El = 2.4 kV/mm
of the ith and j t h electrodes from Ui and U, to (U, - AU,) and
(U, A U j ) ,respectively, while C.j is the partial capacitance between Hence in the proximity of the void, (91) indicates that a single disthese electrodes. The subscript j = 0 refers to ground and the param- charge could generate a field distortion within the solid dielectric of
eter t i s time. A discussion of this expression for N = 2 and N = 3
4 kV/mm. This value can quite easily exceed the applied field at A
may be found in [75].
and B by a factor 2.
N

+

~

-
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It must he realized however that just as p i s dependent on the specific assumptions made relating to the partial discharge development
and the corresponding u distribution, so too is the field perturbation,
see 1123).
7.4.2 PRACTICAL ASPECTS

In practice for an ac voltage, the applied field strength in the void
will be much greater than the inception field strength for a partial discharge. This situation will result in several partial discharges per cycle.
If the surface conductivity of the void wall is taken as zero, then the
partial discharge wall-charge will remain in situ and the field distortion
remains at a constant level until the occurrence of the next discharge.
If this discharge occurs in the same direction, then the field distortion
will be further increased. Consequently, a unidirectional sequence of
partial discharges results in a cumulative field distortion within the
solid dielectric in the vicinity of the void. For the spherical void under
consideration, this distortion can he expressed as [124]

:

If E, represents the net field within the void, then the above analysis can he extended by considering the limiting condition of E" -+
0 following several partial discharges [125]. For this condition, the
maximum possible field strength generated within the solid dielectric
bounding a void can be deduced as a result of the partial discharge
activity in this void. In tum, this field value allows the corresponding maximum possible dipole moment to he estimated, see [125]. With
respect to test procedures; this dipole moment enable; a meaningful,
maximum level of induced charge to be specified for which the integrity
of the solid dielectric is not compromised.

7.5

DISCUSSION'

A physically valid theory of partial discharge transients has been
developed using a field-theoretical approach. Through this approach a
framework has evolved, which links in a logical manner the different
topics discussed in this Section, see Figure 25. The result is'a cohesive, self-consistent view of the theoretical aspects of partial discharge
6Z" = N(Ei - E t )
(93) transients.
where N is the total number of either positive or negative discharges
Beginning at the left-hand side of this Figure, we have the applied
per cycle.
voltage U generating an electric field external to the void and also an
internal field, viz. E,, and Eai,respectively. When the internal field is
larger than the inception field strength for the void gas, a partial discharge can develop. As a consequence of this discharge, charge separation occurs within the void. Subjected to the applied field, these charges
accumulate at the void wall, and by virtue of their polarities generate a
field E,i, which opposes the applied field E,i within the void. When
the net field in the void (E,( - E,() has been reduced sufficiently, i.e.
less than the limiting field strength for ionization growth, the partial
discharge will he quenched.
With respect to the detecting electrode, the effect of the void wall
charges is equivalent to that of an electric dipole of moment 17 located
within the void. Through the X function, the Poissonian induced charge
PO ironr,td
qp arising from @canhe evaluated. The associated Laplacian induced
charge
QL serves as the source for the detection and recording systems.
Figure 25. PD transients: Reoretical framework. PD partial disConsequently a is the essential interfacing parameter between the field
charge; DS detecting system; RS recording system; U applied voltage;
and circuit domains.
X.the X function; 4 the 4 function; QP PoissoNan induced charge;
Laplacian induced charge. With reference to the void uwvoid
The surface conductivity r of the void wall affects the persistence of
.wall charge; E,, intemal applied field; E,, intemal wall charge field;
the wall charge [126]. If r = 0, then the wall charge will remain in situ.
E, extemal applied field; E, extemal wall charge field; F electrical
The occurrence of the next discharge will, depending on its polarity,
force generated by ( E , + Ewe);6 P change in bulk dielectric polareither
augment or reduce the magnitude of the wall charge.
ization due to Ewe;r surface conductivity of the void wall; @ dipole
External to the void, the wall charge generates a field &,, which
moment ofu,.
augments the applied field Eae.Because electrostatic forces F a r e proIn contrast to the very short time duration of each partial discharge portional to E2,the field enhancement arising from partial discharge
current pulse, in the'nanosecond range, the maximum value of the in- activity could promote electromechanical fatigue of the solid dielectric.
E,, also perturbs the polarization of the solid dielectric. The induced charge, & field distortion, associated with several partial discharges will persist essentially as a quasi-dc signal i.e. with a duration duced charge associated with the change in polarization, &,can he
of 5 ms for an applied voltage at power frequency.
evaluated by using the function.
The major components of the partial discharge frainework are unThe significance of the partial discharge field enhancement is that
the electrostatic forces F are proportional to the square of the electric doubtedly in place. However there is still much detail to be uncovered;
field strength E, i.e. F E', and thus such field enhancement could e.g. the response of different detecting systems, the influence of surlead to signhcant force levels within the solid dielectric. This elec- face conductivity, especially with reference to 'DC voids', the field entromechanical stressing may be the catalyst which promotes electrical hancement in the solid dielectric, and the associated electromechanical
effects.
treeing.

-
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. In conclusion, a comparison of Figure 19 with Figure 25 amply
demonstrates the power of a field-theoretical approach.
8 CONCLUSIONS
From the review of progress achieved over the past 30 years in different aspects of electrical insulation, it has been demonstrated clearly
that a field-theoretical approach is very fruitful. An added benefit from
using this approach is that initial results lead frequently to unforeseen
developments; e.g. the inherent non-uniformity of uniform field gaps
and the precise requirements for valid Paschen c w e measurements,
surface roughness modeling and the figure of merit for strongly electronegative gases/gas-mixtures, partial discharge transients and the
significance of changes in the bulk dielectric polarization. Such developments should serve to encourage younger research workers to adopt
a field-theoretical approach from the onset of any project.
',
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10 APPENDIX
10.1 THE STREAMER CRITERION
For non-uniform fields, the discharge onset conditions for a gaseous
dielectric can be evaluated using the streamer criterion. Although this
criterion is based upon considerations of electron avalanche development, see [12], it is essentially an empirical criterion, which is expressed
as

iZ(t)

dt = K

(94)

0

The parameter u( is the effective coefficient of ionization for the gas
in question, and tois the critical avalanche length. This length is the
distance from the highly stressed electrode along the field line in question to the point beyond which ionization growth ceases,, i.e. to the
point at which 5 = 0. Although various interpretations have been
placed on K , it is essentially a dimensionless parameter. A method of
evaluating this parameter is described in Section 2.3.

10.2 UNIT CONVERSION FACTORS
For gas pressure,p:
1 mm Hg = 1 . 3 3 3 ~ 1 0 -bar;
~ 1bar = 0.1 MPa
For parameter p d
1 mm Hg cm= 1.333xlO-* bar mm
For parameter ( E l p ) :

V mi'
kV mm-'
= 7.501X10-2mm Hg
bar

1-
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